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L PEEPACE.

This report is the result of a visit to British North Borneo in July 1929
undertaken with the permission of the Government of the Straits Settlements at

the request of the late Mr. J, L. Huiuphreys, c.M.G., CB.E., then Governor of the

Chartered Company's territory.

The Gomantong Caves were visited and the official records of matters relating

to the caves and the associated industry were examined.

1 must express my gratitude to the officials of the Chartered Company : the

leasst of many kindness shown to me during my stay in Borneo was the manner in

which the accumulated exi>erience of many >ears was placed at my disposal. In
particular I must mention the Hon. Mr. J. Maxwell Hall, the Resident of Sandakan
and Mr. W. J. Phillips, Assistant District Officer, in whose administrative area the

*

caves are situated.

Unfortunately the Conservator of Forests was not in Sandakan at the time of

my visit.

The following pages contain much that is admittedly only of academic in-

terest but this apparently extraneous matter has been purposely introduced in an
attempt to invest the subject with a certain lunount of interest calculated to appeal

to officers administering the caves in future. The purely practical portions con-

taining the recommendations I have ventured to make are introduced in their

appropriate place but for convenience the more important of these ai'e summarized
in a final section of the report.

It will be noticed that there are statements in the following pages based
solely on native testiraony. At this early stage of a serious study of the Goman-
tong caves no other source of information is available. It is almost unnecessary
to point out that knowledge so acquired can never be regarded as absolutely

authentic.

Singapore, li^t March, 1930,

F. N. CHASEN.
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n. Il^TItODUCTION.

In tJie archifcecture of the nests of many birds a secretion of the salivary

glands plays a part but it remains for some members of the famil>- Microjiidae, or

Bwifts, to make their uests largely or wholly of inspissated saliva which hardening

into a substance not unlike isingiass on its exposure to the air forms the " edible

birds* nests " of commerce. These nests are in great demand by epicures, chiefly

Chinese^ by whom they are supposed to be aphrodisiacal.

It is a fortuitous but fortunate circumstance for North Borneo that the birds

providing the nests elect to nest in largo colonies in that country.

Technically, the nests in the caves of Nortli Borneo are produced b\- four

species of swiftlet (a name of no real significance but merely a popular diminutive

of swift*). These are all of the genus CollocaUa, a division of the CkaetuHnae
which is a subfamily of the Micropidae containing in atldition to the Swiftlets

'*

the well known spine-tailed swifts, one of which is sup[>08ed to be the fastest bird

in the world.

The nests are collected by natives at regular intervals and eventually exported

from the country, mainly to China. The Government profits by the export tax

paid on the nest and by the reception of a variable royalty. The industry appears

to be permanent and it is lucrative to all parties.

*0n no account nmet " swullow" be gubstitututl for swift or Bwiftlet.
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III. LOCAL lOTORTANCE OF THE INDUSTRY
AS SHOWN BY STATISTICS,

It is iiiinecessfiry to emphasize the great local im[)ortancc of the birdy' nest

industry but, although the value of an industry cannot be entirely estimated by a

consideration of its purely monetary returns, the following figures kindly sup[)lied

by the Hon. Mr. M. M. Clark, the Comuiissioner for Customs and Trade, enable

one to visualize its place in the commerce of the country and to appreciate thnt it

is not only worthy of the serious consideration it receives on the part of the

administration but also of a certain amount of additional fostering.

The position of the North Bornean industry from the point of view of world

trade is discussed in a later section of this report.

During the last three years the Government royalties frum birds' nests have

Ijeen as follows :

—

1928 ... ^46,948.00 1920 ... $:I9,497.00

19*27 ... $38,587.00

These royalties are obtained in two ways

(a) Certain caves are the property of the State and, excluding some minor
adjustments, the Government draws 50 per cent of the total proceeds.

(b) Other caves are recognised as private property ( that is of individuals,

communities or tribes) and are subject to an annual royalty of 10 per cent of the

nests collected.

The Gomantong caves, the largest and most important in the country, are

owned by the State and the Government share of the proceeds from them for the

last four years as shown by figures in the Resident's Office, Sandakan, is :

—

1929 ... $45,685.22 1 1927 ... $32,095.91

1928 H3,546.8(j |
1920 ... :?33,041.04

In addition to the royalties the Customs collected the following export duty :

—

1928 ... $12,849.00

1927 ... $11,079.00

192(i ... J^10,825.00

IV. EXISTING FALLACIES,

It is hoped that this report will disperse many mistaken ideas, widespread in

Borneo, concerning the swiftlets and their economy and thus stimulate an interest

in their habits based on the right notions. Fallacious ideas are by no means
confined to North Borneo, where even the well informed natives of Bilit consider

that the exceptionally fine white nests found on Berhala Islet in Sandakan Bay
are due to a very favourable environment.

Many of the old ideas concerning the composition of the material of which
the nests are made, the cause of the various kinds of nest, the correlation of the

quality of the nests with the local food supply, the hypothetical migrations of the

birds in the non-breeding season and even the specific identity of the birds have
died very hard, and indeed are in some cases, not yet dead and have found their

way into official reports one of which published in 1923 contained the following

astonishing statement ;

—

*' The Swift collects the material—gelatinous wormlike organisms—from the

surface of the sea.
"
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V. SYSTEMATIC.

The geographical range of the genus CoUocalia covers India and Ceylon,

thence south to the Seycheltes and Maiu'itiiis and east through Malaysia and the

Philippines to the Islands of the Marianane, Marquesas, Society and Tonga groups

and even to northern Australia.

In widely scattered localities within tins large range the nests of several

species are worked for profit under conditions noted in greater detail below.

Five species of the genus occur in Malaysia-. Four of these are found in

Borneo and examples of each species together with their nests were examined

during the recent investigations.

The fifth species is CoUocalia giga,% the largest member of the genus. Very
little is known about this rare bird : only a few specimens ai-e known and the.se

have been obtained in the highlands of the Malay Peninsula, Sumatra and Java.

It is reasonable to suppose that it also occurs in Borneo but even if it is even-

tually proved to exist there the species is never likely to be of economic importance.

The four species w ith %vhich the North Borncan industry is concerned are

represented by the following forms :

—

CoUocalia brevirostris loici (Sharpe)

CoUocalia fucipkaga amelis Oberholser

CoUocaUa francica 7neantsi Oberholser

CoUocaUa esculenta cyanoptila Oberholser

1. CoLLOCALiA ifflEviROSTRis Lowi ( Sharpe).

Hitherto known as C. loici. It is now suggested that in all official

documents, except those intended for publication in which the full technical

designation should be printed, this bird should be known as '* The Black-Nest
SWIFTLET.

"

This is the species responsible for the black nests tliroughout the country.

Characters—A small dark bird^ slightly glossy on the wings and tail. The
upper parts are brownish black but the under parts are rather paler or brownish

grey in colour. The feet (tarsi) are strongly feathered and wing pressed flat

against a ruler measures from 124 to 137 mm. ( see fig. 1 ). Birds from south-

eastern Borneo are said to be rather smaller : they have been named tichelmani by

Dr. Stresemann.

2. CoLLOCALiA FUcrpHAGA AMELIS Oberh.

Can conveniently be known as " The Common White-Nest Swiptlet."

The white nests of the Gomantong caves are made b> this species.

Characters.—Very like the last species but smaller : the wing pressed flat

against the ruler measures from 116-126 mm.
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It is also rather paler on the under parts than lowi has the feet naked or

very thinly feathered.

In lowi the outside of the foot is furnished with a row or mff of feathers and
in some specimens the inside of the foot is also feathered (see figs. 2 and 8).

The degi'ee of feathering in amf?/s is a variable feature but it is never as

in hwL

Some am^lis were collected at Goraantong in 1929. One had two feathers

on the outside of the foot ; a second had one feather on the outside of one foot ; a

third had three feathers on the outside of one foot and in others there were a few
feathers on both the inside and the outside of the foot. By some authorities the

foot is said to be naked.

3. COLLOCALIA FHANCICA MEARNSI Oberh,

One example of this species was brought to me from Eerhala island in

Sandakan Bay. The white-nests fi*om Berliala are of exceptionally fine quality :

it seems feasible that mearnsi is scattered round the coasts of Noi-th Borneo.

Nothing has been recorded concerning the nidification of this species and it is

cm'ious that a nest, miknown to science, should have been an article of commerce
in Borneo for many years. This species can most appropriately be known as
" Meakns White-Nest Swiptlet.

"

Very little is known about this bird. The single specimen from Berbala

Island is not unlike the specimens of ameUs from Gomantong hut it is much
darker ( more blackened on the back ) , and has the rump ( L e. the part of the back

just in front of the tail ) distinctly paler than the back. The feet were naked but

it is said that they ai-e sometimes feathered.

4- COLLOCALIA ESCULENTA CTANOPTILA Oberh.

This is the species usually^ but erroneously, known as Hnehi, Popularly it

may be known as " The White-Bellied Swiftlet.
"

In appearance it is quite unmistakable. In size it is much smaller than any

of the species mentioned above: wing from 100-108 imn. The upjier parts are

black waslied with metallic green : the throat and breast are grey and the abdomen

white.

The white-bellied swiftlet is responsible for the mossy nests which are useless

from the commercial point of view. Malays call the swifts " Layang-layaug "(

a

name also applied to swallows ) but the Sungei folk of the Kinabatangan River use

the Sulu *' Kalam Pisau The nests are called "puteh", "itam" and "kmmt"

with the Sulu "Salang" substituted by the Malay ''Sarang" (nest).

[In 1914 (Jom-nal of the Straits Branchy Eoyal Asiatic Society) the late

Dr. J. C. Moulton proposed certain popular names for these swiftlets in his
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" Handlist of the birds of Borneo " but his names are not very apt and as there is

no obligation to accept priority in such matters the names used above are suggested

as substitutes in the hope that they will l>econie familiar to residents and officials

in North Borneo and perhaps stay iu the minds of those who have little taste for
" technical names

If the valid technical names of the swiftlets are to be mentioned at all, the

modern trinoiuinal system of nomenclature cannot be avoided. Formerly when-
ever a bird was foxuid to be unlike all other known kinds of bird it was considered

to be a " new species " and, upon it, a new specific name was bestowed. It is now
recognised that many of the old **species" can be linked up and that they are only

slightly altered geographical races of a widely spread "kind" of bird. Their

original "specific*' names are therefore reduced to "subspecific" or racial names of

the first name applied to any member of the species and thus the trinominal

system of nomenclature came into existence.

The vSystem can be illustrated in detail by one of the swiftlets. The small

kind with white abdomen, common in Borneo, is often referred to as C. Itjichi but

this is quite wrong: ^mc/n is a name originally applied to a specimen from Java

and birds from Java and Borneo are quite different. They are, in fact, Iwth only

geographical races of a widely spread species ranging from the Andamans and
Nieobars throughout Malaysia and east to New Guinea, New" Caledonia and the

New Hebrides. No fewer than fifteen races or subspecies of this bird are

recognised. The first name applied to any one of them is escidenta of Linne

who thus indicated the bird occurring in the Mohiccas. All the races then

liecome subspecies of escidenta and in Malaysia occur :

—

C. escidenta cyanoptila—Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, Borneo.

G. e. dodgei ,„ Kina Balu

C. e, linchi Java.

C. e, mitalls .„ Christmas Island. ]

It is undisputed that sound systematic work is an essential preliminary to any

biological economic investigation.

Sufficient has already been indicated above for most practical purposes but

more birds must be examined from Berhala, other isolated colonies in the Sandakan

Eesidency and a fairly extensive collection from the East Coast caves before it can

be considered that we have anything like a complete understanding of the identity

of the birds themselves. These collections could be made by a< subordinate officer

of the Forestry Department after a few weeks tuition in field-collecting and

taxidermy. Such tuition could probably be obtained with the assistance of the

Director of Museums, 8. S. and F. M. S.

Correctly identified specimens of each species should then l)e mounted, and

together with their nests placed on permanent exhibition in the Museum at

Sandakan. They could then be regarded as a i>ermanent reference.
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VI. THE NEST ITSELF.

An iiuiucnse amount of fotk-lore most of it based on inaccmute obBervation

has grown nji) concerning the composition of the nests and the causes of the

dififerent kinds.

Kejj'arding the first of tliese it seems unnecessary to do more than qiiote Pruf.

Alfred Newton who as lon^ ago as 1894 wrote, ".........and tlieir eouiposifciou,

though announced many years since by Home, whose statement was confirmed by
Bernstein, has of late been needlessly doubted in favour of the pojiular behef that

they were made of some kind of seaweed, Ahfae, or other vegetable matter collected

by the birds. It may be hoped that the examination and analysis by Dr. J. K.

Green (Journ, of Physiol,, VI, pp. 40—45) have settled that question for all time.

These remarkable nests consist essentially of mucus, secreted by the salivary

glands above mentioned which dries and looks like isinglass. Their marketable

value depends on their colour and purity, for they are often intermixed with

feathers and other foreign substances.
"

The nest, of whatever quality, consists of the half saucer-like portion {*'Hesh")

ami the two expanded buttress-like attachments ("feet").

From observations and enquiries ma^de on the Kinabataugan River I believe

the following facts to be well substantiated :

—

The white nests are usually formed entirely of inspissated saliva although
foreign matters are sometimes inchided. In black nests the saliva is largely mixed
with feathers etc. The non-edible nests of cijanoptila are composed of moss etc.

glued together w^ith a small amount of saliva the foot containing rather more than
the saucer.

The nests vary in appearance and quality accordmg to which batch they belong

but not to the extent believed by some natives. The first "white" nests are thick

and much tinged with red, The second nest is of a better quaHty : it is thinner

and whiter. The third nest is smaller, very thin and much stained with red. The
red stain is chiefly noticeable at the base of the nest where it is attached to the

wall. The building of the first nests takes a long time. They are gradually

develo[>ed and much stained, no doubt largely by contact with the cave wall

before they are gathered. The second nest rather thiimer, because of the further

sustained effort involved on the pai't of the bird, is made more quickly and is

therefore cleaner. The third nest, also thin, is much stained by the yoniLg

occupants before it is taken.

In the case of the black nests the second nests contain more feathers than the

first nests. They are also thinner, and less valuable : gathering of the third crop

of black nests is not considered a commercial proposition.

The commercially ideal nest is very white, entirely free from feathers and
unstained. Local opiniout and the prices realized support the view, is that Lahad
Datu nests are better than those of Gomantong although these are very good ; but

that the best white nests of all come from the tiny islet of Tierhala in Sandakan
Bay. These latter are of very fine quality. The llesli is very white and the feet

can also be eaten. In Gomantong nests the feet are usually red and inedible. We
have seen that these fii'st quality nests are the product of C. franclca mearnsi.

The Lahad Datu white-nest builder has yet to be identified.
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VIL HISTORICAL.

In the History of the Ming Dynasty (1358—1043), Book mention is

made of birdfi' uesU among the products of Johorc: they probably came from the

islands off the east coast of that State. An old register kept at Batavia and dated

16(38 also refers to the transport of consignments of nests, Eesearch would almost

certainly produce earlier references.

" Hiniitdo esctilenfa'' was of course known to Linnc and Bufi'on cites a

correspondent who, embarking for a voyage to China in 1741, visited some nesting

plixces of !a silangane " near Java. An early and full account of the important

caves at Karangbolong in Java is to be found in Crawford's History of the Indian

Archiijelago, III, 1820, p. 430 et seq.

The author gives some interesting figtu'es concerning the annual export

of nests: he attributes to Java *200 piculs or 27,000 lbs. but remarks that the

greatest quantity comes from the " Sukik Archipelago" which ts credited with 530
piculs : 30 picuts are also attributed to " Maccasar

Crawford naively remarks " how the latter (i. c, the Chinese) first acquired a

taste for this foreign commodity is only less singular than their persevering in it.

Among the western nations there is nothing parallel to it unless we except the

whimsical estimation in which tlie Romans held some articles of IuxluTj remarkable
for their scarcity rather than for any quaUties ascribed to them.

"

The earliest mention I can find to the North Borneo caves is the indirect

reference to the nests from the " Buluk Archipelago " made by Crawford in 1820 :

this may include the Gomantong caves.

Concerning the Gomantong caves the first name to occur in the days of the

Chartered Company is that of Pengeran di Gadong Samah just as often referred

to in olficial documents as Panglima di Gadong. He is sometimes stated to have
been the original owner of the caves, in possession when the Govern ment took

over, but from an unsigned article in the '* North Borneo Herald" II, Ko« 1, March
1884, p. 3, we learn that the grandfather of Pangeran Samah ", the latter an
intiuentiai Chief of the Kinabatangan district, was the first to work the rich birds'

nest caves of Gomantong, This ancestor was executed by his sovereign, then
Sultan of Sulu, whose authority he had slighted. Of the Pangeran's father nothing
is said but we learn that Pangeran Samah himself had the collection of the birds'

nest of the Gomantong caves " virtually in his hands The Government had
acquired from the Sultan of Sulu his large share in the caves, so that it had a
principal interest in seeing that the nests were properly collected at the due times

and seasons. The Pangeran seems to have performed his duties in such an
unsatisfactory manner that as a last resort the Government decided to take over

the collection of the nests into its own hands and to pay to the rightful .owners

their due shares of the amounts realized. The Pangeran was subsequently killed

offering armed resistance to the Chartered Company which granted an annuity to

his daughters. The present Government iVgent for the caves is Guliga who is a

son of one of the daughters : Guliga married a daughter of the brother-in-law

(Dyte) who was with Pangeran di Gadong when he was killed but having been
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noted to have taken no part in the affray became administratoi' of the caves

iaimetl lately after, havinj^ taken tlie oath of alle|,nance to the Government. But
the mantle of authority has not fallen directly upon Guh^ai by virtue of his descent

and the i>ersonnel of the ]>ractical administi'iitors of the caves has known many
vicissitudes.

The actual working system in force for the various caves in the territory is

not constant. Some like the Gomanton^^ eaves which were confiscated on the

death of Panglima di Gadong are the property of the Government. Contractors

are appointed from time to time and these are under the control of a paid Govern-
ment A^^ent. The contra<;tor draws the money and engages the workers in the

kamiK)ngs who share in the profits.

The Government was formerly paid '20,000 per annum for the rights to work

the caves but the present arrangement h that the Governuient gets a royalty of

fifty j)€r cent of the total proceeds ( excluding certain minor adjustments).

From privately owned caves the Government draws an annual royalty of

10 per cent.

On the .east coast the collecting rights of the caves are hereditary and

registered by Government.

VIII. THE NORTH BORNEO CAVES.

It is much to be regretted that a complete list of the caves or known nesting

places of the swiftlets in the territory cannot be given. Such a list would be of

great value as a basis for administration and future investigations but it does not

yet exist and its compilation would entail an exhaustive enquiry in every Residency

of the country and require a much more intimate knowledge of the countrs' than

the writer possesses. All the large and easily accessible caves are of course well

known but the whereabouts and character of others are very vague and some are,

almost without doubt, unregistered. As a first step to any com[>lete investigation

I suggest that

:

L (a) A register of swiftlet colonies should he compiled and kept in each

district office. It should show the exact location of all colonies and caves together

with a certain amount of detail. There seem to be unrecorded casual nesting

places, even on the Lotver Kinabatangan. The number may be small but when
the price fetched for the fine Berhala nests is considered even small numbers
cannot be ignored.

(h) The register shotild also record former and reputed nesting places

many such "fancies" having a basis of truth.

(o) It should also contain ample space for the observations of a succession

of District Ofticers, Such a definite allocation of space would stimulate the energj'

of such D. O.'s with a taste for such an enquiry. It may be noted that to my
certain knowledge a good many District Officers from Kota Belud have visited

Mautauani Island but it is doubtful whether any oliservations except bare official
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records are in existence. There m in I'act coiisitkrable doubt as to how many
Gollections are made each year on the island : even recent reports vary.

2. It should be noted that existing nesting colonies are situated in a great

variety of situations. Small coastal islands are always possibilities but in direct

opposition to this the nests may be found in jungle many miles from the sea.

Extensive flat areas may be left out of account but isolated hills should be re|^arded

as promising.

Exclusive of the caves on Gomantong Hill which are the most importimt in

the country the known nesting colonies are roughly gi-ouped together in Sehedulen

II and III of Ordinance XII of 1914, To these should also be added the Berhala

Island caves vide G. N. 325/28.

Taking advantage of this published information the follovting uncritical list

is obtained. It is almost certainly incomplete :

—

1. The Madai, Segalaong and Baturong group of caves.

2. The Segama Oaves.

S. Gaya Island ( East Coast ).

4. Kelumpong Eiver.

5. The Benobong Caves, including Pengharapan and Lingutan.

6. The Melikop Caves.

7. Mantanani Island.

8. Pahun Batu (Interior).

9. Kuamut.
10. Melohong,

11. Bod Tai Caves.

12. Materis Caves,

13. Batangan Caves.

14. The Berhala Island Caves.

15. The Gomantong Hill Caves.

IX, THE GOMANTONG CAVES.

From the commercial point of view the caves in the limestone hill of

Gomantong are the most imjwrtant in the territory. Gomantong Hill is situated

in the middle of the forest reserve of that name and, in a straight line^ less than

twenty miles south of the town of Sandakan.

The caves have often been visited and several descriptions have been published.

The height of Gomantong Hill has been variously estimated Hp to a maximum
4>£ 1/200 feet. The difficulties of its ascent have been exaggerated by one author :

from base to summit the hill presents no trial greater than a steep walk or an

easy scramble over boulders. From the summit there is a good view of Sandakan
Bay and Pulau Berhala and, if visibility is good, Mt. Kinabalu can be seen. The
caves, in tiie main, consist of two large chambers, one " above the other, It has

been said that the floor or the upper cave forms the roof of the lower cave and
this may well he so. There seems some doubt as to whether the two main
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caves have any direct coiiiimmication but it has been suggested that a deep bole in

the upper cave leads into the lower cave.

The lower cave is known as Simud Itara, the upper cave as Siraud Puteh.

Other names, well known and commonly used in conversation are applied to

certain parts of the caves, usually lateral recesses or shafts leading to the top of

the hill. The use of these names is at first very confusing as the natives emphasize

the entity of such places and are reluctant, ]:irobably on account of collecting rights

to admit that the smaller is part of the greater [ The best known of these second-

ary names is Belongbulud w^hich is merely a shaft leading into Simud Puteh from

the summit of Gomantong Hill.

The entrance to the lower cave is at the foot of the hill near, and level with,

the bank of a small stream. The large porch-like entrance opens into a spacious

lofty chamber strongly reminiscent of a cathedral nave.

Sufficient light is admitted through large holes in the domed roof to enable

one to see without lamps. The main features about the lower cave are that certain

smaller caves or depressions open into it on the left and that another, dark,

unexplored, but apparently large, cave runs off from a point approximately opposite

to the entrance. This subsidiary cave is said to be inhabited entirely by bats.

The hrsfc part of the cave is about one hundred yards long. The highest point

of the "nave" has been estimated at four hundred feet. The bat cave has been

said to run back for two hundred yards : its entrance is about thirty yards across,

All these measurements are proljal^ly only the roughest of approximations.

The upper cave or Simitd Puteh lies above the lower cave. To reach its

entrance which is a gap about fifty feet wide and thirty feet high it is necessary

to retrace one's steps from the lower cave and climb the hill.

The interior of the cave, away from the entrance, is intensely dark and lights

are necessary. /. /^ j#e-r<^.^* it^^

Simud Puteh is a long, narrow, irregularly shaped cave^ culminating in a

dome-shaj>ed chamber. Its length has been estimated at four hurulred and fifty

yards and its height, not great near the entrance has, in the end chamber, been

variously placed between 540 and 850 feet. Largo holes or shaf Ls enter the roof

at the end of the cave one of which opens out on the actual summit of the hill.

Kough sketch maps of the upper and lower caves were supplied by Mr. S. G,

Holmes in a report to Government dated 8th Feb. 102;3, and much information

of topographical interest concerning the small caves in the vicinity of Gomantong
is contained in a report issued by the Conservator of Forests.

Any detailed research carried out in the Gomantong caves whether it be in

connection with the distribution or yearly census of nests or exploitation of the

guano deposits or along any other channel would be imjieded by the total absence

of reliable data and maps.

A preliminary plan of the Gomantong caves would not be dilHcult to make.

The attached sketch map prepared by Mr. and Mrs, Cedric Dover, under the

auspices of the F. M. 8. Museums Department, re]>resentH the Batu Caves near

Kuala Lumpur. There are no nests in these caves but 1 have coloured and added

notes to the sketch on the supposition that the caves were inhabited by swiftlets.

The system is offered as a suggestion to any ofhcer who may attempt the work
in future.
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X. COMMUKICATIONS.

The commonly-used line of comniimi cation between Sandakan and Gomaatong
is by way of Bilit on the left bank of the Kinabatangan Etver.

First day. Tlie time of departure from Sandakan depends on the state of the
tide in the Trusan (a narrow waterway connecting Sandakan Bay and the

Kinalmtangan liiver) unk^ss it is preferred to go round to the mouth of the
Kinabatangan by sea. In any case it is necessary to sleep the night at Bilit, a

kampong on the left bank of the river.

Second day. The second stage of the journey begins with a short walk
across a fairly steep ridge at the back of Bilit and then down to a point (Pintasan)

on the River Menungal. The Menungal is a stream flowing approximately
parallel to and north of the Kinabatangan which it enters between Melapi and Sukau.

The time taken for the journey along the narrow ^lenungal in small Ixjats

(gobangs) depends entirely on the state of the river. The record time from
Pintasan to Pangkalan, the landing place for Gomantong Hil! is five and three

(juarter hours but if the river is very low it may take four or five days and the
boats have to be hauled most of the way. It is usual and convenient to spend the
night at Pangkalan.

Third day. The distance from Pangkalan to the caves is about three miles
or a little less and takes between one and two hours, according to the state of the

path. In an official re^wrt "30 minutes" is given as the time bnt this is pheno-
menally fast travelling. The caves can be inspected, the hill climbed and the
return journey to Pangkalan made, in comfort, on the third day.

If conditions on the Menungal are exceptionally favourable the whole jomuey
from Bilit to the caves can be made in one day but the following must be regarded
as a normal itinerai-y lor a visit to (Tomantong from Sandakan.

1st day. From Sandakan to Bilit by launch.

2od day. To Gomantong Pangkalan by "gobang."
3rd day. To the caves and back to Pangkalan by foot.

4th day. To Bilit.

5th day. To Sandakan.

The following points may be noted in connection with this line of communication.

Above Bilit the Menungal soon narrows down to a small shallow stream much
overhung by branches, full of fallen trees and other obstructions. Except when
the water is favourably high, the boatmen ai-e constantly getting out of the boat
to drag it over shallow places and to clear the stream with their parangs.

It seems curious that the inhabitants of Bilit have not, for their own
advantage, cleared a ijermanent route to the caves.

Local opinion holds that such a course would be useless, that periodic floods

inevitably block the stream, and that the very nature of the stream and its banks
necessitates the clearing process ahnost as many times as the waterway is used.

A brief survey of the ground indicates that local opinion is well substantiated.

There is a shelter at Bilit Pintasan and a halting bimgalow and cooly lines

at Gomantong Pangkalan. At the foot of Gonjantong Hill is a well built store
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house which can be Uficd as a rest house, Watet' and a bathing place are con-

veniently near and rongli shelters have been erected by the men who visit the

caves to collect the nests.

In dry weather the journey from Gomantong Pangkalan to the caves is very

attractive. The path is good, in .some places it couid almost be called a road,

although there are some soft patches here and there. It leads through the heavy
virgin forest of the Gomantong Forest Reserve. This reserve would form an
admirable "nature reserve On the present occasion tracks of elephant, tembadau,
rusa and pig were seen. A pair of orang-utans were resting in a tree not far from
the path and birds were abundant.

The I'iver journey between Pintasan and Gomantong Pangkalan is about

eight and half miles in a straight line but very appreciably more wlien the course

of the stream is followed.

In any consideration of the line of communication between Bandakan and
Gomantong Hill the qocstion immediately arises as to why such a roundabout
route is followed and an obvious, more dh-ect, way of approach ignored.

It may be that visitors to the caves are so few that it has not been considered

worth while to make special arrangements and that, at the moment, it saves

trouble, although not time, to travel by way of Bilit where experienced natives and
boats are available.

In the event of any future active administration of the caves, involving more
fretjuent official visits such an argument would fall and the feasibility of making
a i>ermanent approach to Gomantong via the Sapagaya river must never be forgott-en.

It is said that a launch can get to tlie timber workings on the Sapagaya river

at high tide : a rentis to Gonmntong Hill is then necessary.

This short route to the caves is comparatively well known. As long ago as

188(5, a wTiter in the "British North Borneo Hearld" (IV, \h 94) recorded making
the return journey in one day. At 11.80 a.m. we started to walk back ( i. f. from
the caves) to the landing on the Sapagaya liiver and arrived there at 4.30 p.m.

We were a long time in getting down to the river to the steam launch as the

river was low and some fallen trees blocked the path of the caves. However, we
got off by H p.m. and amved comfortably at Handakan about 11.30. " The same
writer recommends future visitors to the caves to take at least three days for the

excursion

!

From the above remarks it will be seen that under the most favom'able

circumstances the return journey to the caves via Bilit takes at least four days, but
this is a minimum expenditure of time not normally to be attained. Six days is

more probable and even longer quite possible. From enquiries, admittedly rather

BU|>erficiab I was told that the chief objection to the Sapagaya route is that the

country between the Sapagaya River and Gomantong is flooded at certain seasons.

Whatever the conditions are in that limited area it seems incredible that they

do not apply in equal force to the country between Bilit and Gomantong. The
map suggests no special adverse conditions and in the event of visits to the caves

becoming frequent it is a sine qua non that the Sapagaya path should be reopened.
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XI. THE FOEEST RESERVE.

The Forest Reserve has been established at Gomantong. It is four miles

square and consists of 10,240 acres. This is a move in the right direction although

it cannot yet be stated categorically that a forest reserve is essential to the welfare

of the swiftlets.

The food of the birds consists of small flying insects not restricted in habitat

to heavy forest and it is certain from first Imnd observation that the birds wander
far in their foraging excursions.

It is certain, however, that the reserve does fulfil useful functions and should

therefore be maintained.

It preserves the caves in isolation, regulates the approach of strangers, and
generally facilitates control of the area. To allow timber cutting by engines in the

immediate proximity of the nesting caves, indiscriminate shooting in the neighbour-

hood or the establishment of permanently occupietl cooly lines in connection with

any commercial venture would be a most hazardous experiment.

It is good policy to make reserves ; they nead not be too large. The Reserve

should be rejgarded purely as a means of isolating the nesting colonies thereby

making control easy and eliminating the possibility of interference, the results of

which cannot be foreseen with any certainty : they should not be regarded as

indispensable ecologically.

XII, THE YEARLY CYCLE.

The success of the birds' nest industry and indeed its very existence depends

on the fact that the swiftlets persevere in their attempts to rear a brood in the face

of systematic persecution, i, robbing of their nests and eggs but this is not the

place to consider the ethics of the question. When at last the birds are allowed to

hatch their eggs they are content and make no further attempt at nidification

until the next season.

It is instructive to note the progi-ess of events throughout the year and, most
important of all, it may be noted that the yearly cycles of the two profluctive

species of swiftlets are not coincident.

CoUocalia fucijyhaga.^The '^season" is opened by the builders of the profitable

white nests. They start to build in December and the nests are all finislied in March.

Eggs, however, occur as early as '28tli February and the harvest of the first crop

of nests is begun at the end of February and is continued for about twelve days.

The second nests containing eggs are ready for collecting fifty or sixty days later,

and harvested in May. The birds are allowed to hatch their third lot of eggs and

the third collection of nests is not taken until the young are fledged about the

middle of July.

CoUocalia lowi.^Thh species nests rather later in the year than C, fuciphaga.

The first black nests are begun in January and collected in April and May, The
second crop is taken in July or August.

Both species are comparatively regular in their habits but it seems agreed

that abnormal weather conchtions of any kind tend to make the nests late.
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At Gomaiitoug it is cuaiouiary to collect the white neatB three times a yeai-

and the black ueata twice a year. It ie not considered worth wliite to gather a

third crop of b!ack nests especially as this would mean a siiecia! trip to the caves.

The swiftlets are not truly migi'atory although they are subject to a certain

amount of local movement when not breeding. According to my informants,

Gomantong is a i>ernianent residence for a large number of birds throughout the

year. The old nesting sites are used as roosting places by the non-breeding liirds.

Local opinion is divided an to the numbers of the birds. Some say that tliey have
been constant for fifty years ; otlier.s that more l>irds now nest in the caves than
formerly.

It is certain that in any one year a number of birds do not succeed in rearing

a brood and that not all are persistent or virile enough to withstand the loss of

two nests and perha[)s two clutches of eggs.

One senior inhabitant of Bilit considered that of every ten birds robbed of their

first nest, only four eventually reared a brood. The dilficiency in the species is of

com^ made up by the young birds which probably breed before they are a year old.

It is said that years ago, owing to a mistake, a fourth collection of white nests

was made. These were few in number, bad in quality and mixed with many
feathers. The following season the numbers of the breeding birds were sadly

depleted. It is now suggested that ;

—

(1) Under no circmustance should more than three collections of white nesfea

be allow^ed in a "season."

(2) If on any occasion the collectors wish to gather the third crop of black

nests no ofiicial objection should be raised.

(3) Any sudden decrease in the numbers of the birds or a serious shortage in

the crop of nests for any one year should be combated by the immediate enforce-

ment of a close season which for convenience can be fixed in factors of one calendar

year 1st January— 31st December.

In the East Coast Residency white nests are collected in the middle of January,

at the beginning of March and the beginning of May. Black nests are gathered

in February and July. This information is contained in a letter written by the

Resident of the East Coast and dated Ist January li)2i).

Information about Mantanani Island is vague. According to oflicial records

in 1924, the system w^as to make three collections yearly but the present District

Officer states that nests are collected four times a year.

The variation in the dates of the collections in different localities is extremely

difficult to account for and although its existence cannot be denied I suspect that

laxity of observation and expression will be found to account for some part of the

discrepancies as well as the monsoon argument put forward by one Government
Chief.

The dates and periods outlined above for the Gomantong Caves are, it is

believed, substantiall>- sound, although not obtained by direct personal observation.
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From year to year a certain amount of variation is to be expected biit it is ditiicult

to see why the breeding colonics should vary individually.

If the birds are allowed to rear a brood in their first nest they will build no
ruore that season and economy in collecting is therefore to l)e attained by observing

the following points :
—

A watcher should be stationed at the cave to give warning that tlie nests are

nearing completion and that eggs are being (aid. This course is followed (in

theory at least ) at Gomantong.

The jonrney to inany nf the caves is Inng and involves ranch preparation and
it seems reasonable to suppose that when the workers reach their objective they

collect whatever neats are to be had even at the risk of cutting the profits somewhat.
A slightly larger profit involving a double journey and preparation would scarcely

be an attractive proposition to the Hungei people.

Various names are applied to the collections or the period of the collections,

"Papas," "Penangah" and "Ekor" apply to the first, second and third

collections respectively but they do not appear to be strictly parallel in origin and
application,

''Papas" is a Sungei word meaning " the first collection of nests.'* ''Penatigah''

is Sulu for half. On Mantanani Island the first collection of the year is called

"Pengalasahan" which is succeeded by the chief collection of the year known as

"Bunga tahun." A subsequent collection seems to be known as "Pahabissan,"

I can make no reconmiendations with a view to increasing the average quality

of the nests or the proportion of white nests.

XIII. FOOD OF THE SWIFTLETB.

The stomach contents of a number of swiftlets were sent to Mr. H, M.
Pendlebury, Systematic Entomologist of the Federated ISIalay States Museums
Department, who kindly reported as follows :

—

"The material consisted almost exclusively of winged Ants (Hijmenoptera)

belonging to tlie subfamilies Mijymeciiiae and Camponotinae : the only determinable

species were Colobojisis stricta Jerd., which was dominant, and Colobopsia

aufjniitaia Mayr,. which was less numerous. All the other sjiecimens were partly

recognizable as belonging to species found in jungle and open country ;
by this is

meant that none of them makes caves its exclusive habitat.

There were also remnants of two small Dragon-flies apparently referable to the

genus Drepanosticta ; and also those of a small green stink-bug, undoubtedly

Plautia fimbria ta.

Both these are open country insects only.

Were any steps to be taken in destroying jungle in the immediate vicinity of

the caves, it would mean that insect life would be more abundant for a time,

when the jungle was l>eing felled and disturbed ; after thaf there would be a scarcity

which would cause the birds to go further afield in search of food. As a matter of

fact, winged ants, v^hicb seem to form the bulk of their sustenance often flight in

the evenings and early mornings, just when the birds are returning and leaving

the eaves."
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XTV. INFANT MOBTALITY.

The only concrete proposal thai can be put forward to increase the number
of the swiftlets is one to reduce the heavy rate of infant mortality in the Goman-
tong Caves. It is believed that this is one of the moat ijuportant recommendations
contiiinod in this report and if carried out it can hardly fail to increase the bird

(JOpulatiQu of the caves.

The death rate among the yuun^^ swiftlets is high. At the time of the recent

visit most of the young were nearly fully feathered : at this stage is their habit to

leave the nest and cling to the walls of the cave. Bather more advanced juveniles

were trying their wings on their first flights. The early Hedging period is an
extremel}- critical one for the young swiftlets. Many fall to the gi'ound and cannot
rise again : others are jostled out of the nests or lose their grip on the wall of the

cave. All perish miserably, drowned or smothered in the guano, eaten by rats or

starved to death. In addition to many young birds in various stages of helpless-

ness, the number of corpses l>ear witness to the many deaths in the caves daring
the fledging jieriod.

A proportion of these unfortunate young birds can certainly be saved by the

simple process oE throwing them into the air if they can fly, or replacing them on
the rock face, as high as possiblcj if they cannot fly : in other words by giving them
a second chance of life. Their original misfortmie was in many cases accidental

and abstruse theories concerning the advisabihty of artificially assisting those

individuals, presumably weak and already eliminated by nature, need not enter into

the practical politics of the Gomantong cave at this early stage of human interfer-

ence. There is accommodation for double the present bird population in the caves.

The actual fledging period, e. the critical time when the death rate is highest,

is probably only a few weeks in duration although specially directed observation is

needed here as individual irregularities in the times of hatching and quitting the

nest must be expected,

A conscientious man should be stationed at the caves dm'ing this period to

act in the manner indicated. He shonld assume duty when the first young birds

ai'e becoming feathered and showing signs ol" leaving the nest and all birds found
on the gi-ound should be taken back into the caves and treated in the manner
indicated above.

It is important that the workers should not be allowed to waste life by
collecting the third crop of nests before the young are fledged. A former District

Officer of the Kinabatangan said that this was always done when supei-vision

was withdrawn.

The above remarks have special reference to the Gomantong Caves but the

infant mortality in the Lahad Datu caves is also notoriously high.

XV. OTHEIi INHABITANTS OF THE CAVES: ENEMIKH.

The swiftlets are not the only inhabitants of the caves for comitless numberg
of bats are also found therein and other smaller creatures as well.

Of the smaller inhabitants cockroaches and other insects, centipedes and
spiders are perhaps the most conspicuous and all can at once be dismissed from
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further participation in this veiK)rt as can the "vermin" ( the *i>ed-biigs," of a

report in the liesident'y office at SandaJcan
!
).

There are some rats in the cave and a small carnivore (*'miisang") is at least

a casual visitor but these also ean be disregarded and arc never likely to become a

serious menace.

All the bats collected were small Microchiroptem (insect-eaters) but fruit-

eating species are quite likely to occur. In the lower cave there is as mentioned

above a large dark, subsidiary cave which seems entirely occupied by bats but they

can also be seen clinging to the walls near the nests. It seems that in the

Gomantong caves there is room for both birds and bats and there is still plenty of

unoccupied space. In some of the smaller caves of the Kinabatangan the bats are

said to dislodge nests by attempting to cling to them and it has been suggested

that this is one of the reasons why the production of the small caves is not regular.

This is the only "crime" that has been registered against the bats, a fortunate

circumstance because it would be difficult, if not impossible, to deal with them by

any method that would not injm^e the swiftlets.

As a matter (If interest it may be mentioned that during the com'se of these

investigations we were privileged to watch the fauaous nightly exodus of bats from

the top of the cave.

Tvvn (jhsci vcrs estimated that three thousand bats per minute left the cave

and that the stream continued for half an hour.

The serious enemies of the swiftlets are large birds of prey, especially the

Brahmioy Kite numbers of which are always to be seen near the caves: the kites

increase in number when the young birds are fledged. Bats are-aisp taken by

these pests and perhaps form the greater part of their food butitie sw-iftlets also

suffer and young and old alike are carried off. We actually saw this hap^ien and

also found two newly-killed adult birds that had been struck down by hawks and

not carried off. Possibly they managed to free themselves and died later.

Indiscriminate or casual shooting by a native is not likely to thin the numbers

uf the kites appreciably and a former experiment was not successful. As can be

imagined most of the anjminiition su])plied was used for shooting mousedeer. A
skilled persevering gunner could do a useful amount of damage in a week or two

but it certainly seems wrong to shoot regularly near the mouth of the cave. It

woujd be a dangerous precedent to introduce steel trap into the country ; such

instruments are furthermore barbarous things.

The ideal way of doing the maximum amount of damage in the minimum
time is to find the nesting colony and destroy the eggs and [jarents. The nests

arc placed in tall trees and a colony ahumt certainly exists near Gomantong or

somewhere between Gomantong ami the coast. The kites are not migratory birds

in the truest sen^e and the Gomantong thieves have quite likely been bred and
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boi'n in the neighlxjurhooil of tlie caves. Once their miiubei' was reduced ol' the

local stock exfcemflinatetl it would take a miitdier of years [nv another local Bfcratn

to estabhtih itself by a slow itiihix.

The Brahminy Kite and its egfjs fshoiiUl be outlawed and classed as "vermin."
It can be shot conveniently in ftandakan Bay. No sentiment need enter into this

action as the si)ecies is common over a wide ran^fp and is not in the slightest

danger of extinction.

No other practical suggestion can he made other than that a cheap double-

barrelled, twelve-bore gim should be kept in the Government oflice at Bilit with a

supply of No. 4 shot. It could be borrowed by every responsible person visiting

the caves and the number of kites would certainly be reduced. To many oflicers

the shooting would provide a %velcome break to an otherwise boring journey. But
all users of the gun should be warned against shooting the Rnake-birds or Darters

( Aiihinga ritfa mekinogader ) which frequent the River Menungal or the beauti-

ful stork-billed kingfishers which are more numerous between Bilit and (TOmantong
than in any locality we have visited.

It must not be understood that the kites are a plague at Goinantong or that

the matter is urgent. There are a number of kites always there and as they work
destruction they are best dead. The proposal i)Ut forward aboi^ would meet the

case and l>e sutiicient to keep their numbers down.

XVI. GUANO AND EGGS.

Tt has been suggested that two additional though small sources of revenue

might perhaps be provided by the guano deposits in the caves and liy the eggs a

large number of which are thrown away every year.

Although several possible avenues have been explored it is regretted that no
practical suggestion can be made under this heading. Beferenccs in eaiiy numbers
of the "British North Borneo Herald" show that the possibility of n til i zing the guano
was considered many years ago. A description well worthy of study is contained

in the said Jom-nal, III, No. 1, March 1B84, p. 7.

I understand that the Forestry Department has also investigated the guano
beds of the caves but owing to the absence of the ofiicei's of the Department when
I was in Sandakan 1 could gain no confirmation of this,

XVII, METHODS OF COLLECTING THE NESTS.

The nests either singly or in small clusters are attached to the bare w^alls of

the caves : it seems that no definite attempt is made to take advantage of natural

projections of the rock.

Nests of three species are, broadly speaking, found side by side ; but the nests

of one species frequently occur in patches and sometimes a comparatively large

area is occupied solely by one kind of nest. It is difficnlt to account for the birds'

choice of sites. Some building areas are fairly exposed and the nests can be seen.
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Other groups of uesta ai'e established in what ap^Mjar to be recesses or coucavities

in the roof and in some cases the nests are in total darkness.

But wherever the nests are placed they have one feature in common for al^

are nornTally hiaecessihle. Some can be reached by long baujboo poles : to obtain

others perilous climbing is necessary. The majority can only be obtained after a

high and dangerous climb and looking up from the ground to the heights of the
caverns it sometimes seems incredible that men can perform the work.

The climbing apparatus is extremely well made, the main ropes consisting of

plaited rattan. The plant consists mainly of rattan ladders and climbing galleries.

The methods of the climbers vary. Sometimes they descend into the inky
darkness of the cave tlirough a hole in tlie roof. At other times the long ladders

arc used to clind) the walls of the cave up to a certain point, after which the
climbing galleries are hauled up and fixed in position. The nests are placed in

baskets by the collectors and after the descent, threaded on a thin rattan and
bundled up. More detailed accounts of the actual flind>ing have appeared else-

where. When necessary the workers use torches for travelling and long thin

candles for the actual collecting. It is an obvious fact that many nests are not
collected because they are inaccessible. This inaccessibility depends on two factors,

firstly bad lighting, and secondly the position of the nests which defies even the

boldest of the climberB.

LlGHTmG.

The climbers admit that the thin candles used by them are not strong enough
to illuminate even the areas they work regularly/ that they area nuisance to

manipulate and are constantly being extinguished by draughts, Furthermore and
most important of all they adunt that large sections of the roof cannot be examined
because of a lack of lighting appliances. Fantastical though it mfiy sound it

seems that the possibility of lighting the caves should be .seriously considered. A
low-power electric light on a very long flex at once suggests itself and the expense
would only amount to a few hundred dollars. If an electrical engineer approved
the feasibility of the scheme the experiment should be tried for a season or two
in one of the smaller caves of the Kinabatangan.

Climbing.

To attempt to assist or interfere in any way with the skilled work of climljing

seems a questionable measure but it is possible that an engineer could give

assistance to the climbers and enable them to reach parts of the caves hitherto

regarded as inaccessible.

The provision of iron rings or staples, the walls of the cave being plugged at

selected places for their insertion seems the most obvious method of rendering such
assistance. That the climbers were not adverse to the suggestion of such aid was
apparent at the time of my visit.

It is therefore suggested that a trained engineer should visit the caves, firstly

to consider the possibility of introducing a lighting system to replace or supplement
the present candle method and secondly to consider the feasibility of assisting the
climbers with methods and apparatus. The reply to any query concerning the
value of such experiments is contained in the monetary returns of the Gomantong
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caves. In 1929 the Government sliare of the proceeds from these caves amounted
to l|45,(385.2'2 : the total proceeds were $91,313.44. Considering the limited ai-ea

of the caves and the obvious fact that only a small portion of them is used by the

birds, the benefit to be gained from the exploitation of even an additional twenty

squdrc yards of roof or a hitheito unexplored hole is obvious. Tlie climbers admit

that they know places where nests are plentiful but unworkable.

The actual climbers (Orauff Sungei) are inhabitants of the kampongs Bilit

and Hukau on the Kinabatangan River. Kot all the w^orkers who visit the caves

are capable of doing the higli climbing, comparatively few "tukangs" having this

distinction. The men with no head for heights are employed on the ground work.

Fatalities among the climbers during the harvest are not unknown.

XVIII. MARKETINa
In the foregoing sections of this report various suggestions have been made

with a view to increasing the yield of nests but the writer considers that, regarding

the industry as a whole, his suggestions are only of minor importance and that if

any great increase of revenue is expected it must be done from the marketing side.

The industry should in fact be subjected to the scrutiny of an exjierienced man of

business w'ith an intimate knowledge of local n^arkefcs.

The writer nmst perforce content himself with a statement of facts Hkely to

be of use in this connection.

After their collection in the caves the nests are bundled up ( white and black

are kept separate) and after detailed weighing formalities at the caves and at Bilit

or Sukau they are taken to the Randakan Customs by boat, weighed again and

stored in a godown. As soon as jjossible they are sold by tender to local Chinese

who ship them to the best market. A very small quantity is kept for local sale

but most of the nests are exported to Ilong Kong.

It v^'ould appear that little or no attempt is made to clean the nests in

Sandakan, but that they are sorted and spread out to dry ( in a building, not in the

sun } and shipped as soon as possible.

It is said that in the past one firm cleaned the nests before export but that

the practice has been discontinued.

Another method involving the use of sulphur made the nests very white and

therefore commercially attractive, but this method did not find a great deal of

favour as the nests were subsequently liable to taste of sulphur.

Hong Kong is of course the obvious port to w^hich the nests should find their

way as most of the Sandakan Chinese have their regular business connections

there. The Gomantong nests are sold in Sandakan; those from the east coast are

sold in Lahad Datu and the Mantanani crop in Jesse! ton or Kudat.

The Commissioner of Customs and Trade provided the following information :

—

White nests sold in Sandakan average $7.10 per catty.

Black nests sold in Sandakan average S'200-250 per picul. !^

'

In Lahad Datu the prices are rather higher i—
The white nests average about :?15 per catty.

The black nests average $800-400 per picul.

In February of this year I could not buy white nests in Singapore for less

than $15 per catty and these w^ere of [joor quality. Nests of good average quality
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were $30 per catty. The best white nests on the same day were prieed afc $64 per

catty and these were not so fine as those from Berhtila Ishuid. Some of theiie

nests were Raid to have been imported from Borneo.

Tlie ])est wl\ite nests from Pnlaxi Berhala are sokl for 80-50 i>er eatty, or

even more, l)ut tlie quantity is very small.

Very bad (]nality white nests from Gomantong are Bometimes sold for tlie

very small figuve of $3.50 per catty. These are usual ly wet nests and much
discoloured. A small quantity of exceptionally fine nests from Gomantong may
command iti'20.00 per catty. The white nests of the east coast command a higher
price than those of Gomantong because they are said to be of a superior quality.

This may be because of a specific diiference in the birds, but against this view is

the fact that the black nests also average higher in price and they are certainly

made by the same species as the black nests of Gomantong.

Various expei-iments in marketing have been made. The East Coast nests

have been brought to Sandakan for sale and the Gomantong nests have been sold

in Singapore. In the former case the nests fetched rather less than usual and in

the latter case the experiment was a failure because of the expenses incurred by
the large number of interested parties who followed the nests to Singapore.

The chief weak points of the system broadly outlined above are firstly that
the loop-holes between the caves and the Sandakan Customs are many.

Secondly, even to one unversed in commercial affaii's, the fact that the price

of the nests is controlled locally sceuis too obvious to be ignored.

The remedy for leakages in the line of communication is of course increased

supervision but the ^yvltev does not wish to enlarge on this subject

The marketing weakness is less easily dealt with and seems to hinge on
seeking opportunities for wider competition in selling. But it may be that politi-

cal factors intrude themselves here.

As an assistance to any fuller enquiry into what may be called the business
side of the industry the figm-es in the following section may be useful.

XTX. TEADE.

The following information is extracted from published statistics :

In some cases the trade returns seem uncritical and owing to the extensive
transhipping wdiich takes place at Singapore and Hong Kong it is difficult to trace
the actual sources of supply, particularly at the latter port : they at least enable a
general impression of the whole trade to be formed. The following facts are based
on the period 192(j-28,

China is of course the chief importer and consumer. The total gi-oss imports

of nests into that country for the three \ ears were :— 79,837, 77,377 and 36,477
catties.

The two main sources of supply are Hong Kong and the Straits : the latter

region always i>rovides far more nests than Hong Kong, sometimes twice as many
or even more.

Minor sources of supply are the Dutch East Indies (direct) Macao, French
Indo-China, Siam, British India and Japan (inchuling Formosa) but of these only
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the imiwrts from the Butch East Tiidies iire large enough to merit special consider-

ation : in quantity they aiuoimt, roughly, from one-tenth to one-quarter of the

import from Hong Kong.

British Malaya imports most of its iiestf^ from Sarawak mu\ the Dutch East
Indies and only a relatively Biuall quantity direct from British North Borneo.

XX. LOCAL ORDINANCES.

The existing law specifically relating to the edible birds' nest industry ie>

contained in Ordinance XII of 1914; Notification 14'2 of 11)14 ; Gazcstte Notifica-

tion No. 9 of 1U14 and Gazette Notification 325 of lU'iH.

The essential points of the law may be epitomized as follows :
—

L All caves, known and unknown, arc the property of tlie Government except

those hitherto recognized as private property.

2. The discoverer of a new cave has the sole right to work it for five years

:

the Government gets a royalty of five per cent.

3. Only life interests in caves are allowed : interests cannot be alienated,

4. Contractors are appointed to work caves not private projjerty.

5. Detailed permits are necessary to enter or take nests from any place and
an authorized certificate signed by a Government Agent must be confirmed by a
Government officer before any sale is complete,

6. Debts njust not be paid iii neats and all nests nmst be exported or cousumed
duriog the year of collection.

7. Caves recoguixed as private property are subject to an animal royalty of 10
per cent of the uests collected.

8. The problem of part ownership on the east coast is simplified by the keeping
of a Government Eegister in which the names of all persons entitled participate

in the profits of the cdves are iucladed. The important Goniantong caves which are

Goverinnent property are worked by a Contractor, the essential features of whose
contract are:

—

(a) He must collect all nests and deliver them to Government. He is generally

responsible for the proper management of the caves.

(h) He is paid 50 per cent of the gross amount teahxed by the sale of all nests

subject to certain minor adjustments,

{(.) He can work a cave for hiDJself and sublet any cave to certain privileged

natives (because of hereditary interests, etc. ).

XXL srMMAia'.

From the evidence afforded by the present rather superficial emiuiry it seems
certain that the birds' nest industry of British North Borneo could he exploited yet
further and made to yield increased profits to the workers and revenue to the Govcru-
nieut. Improvements to this end can couveniently be grouped in two sections:—

A. Scientific Control and Investigation

B. Business Arrangements.

Although it seems apparent that some action can be kken in Section A Ut

increase production it is almost certain that any really substantial increase of revenue
must accrue from provisions to be made uuder Section IS,
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A, Scientific Control axd In\^estigation.

It is al once iipcessary to emphasize the fact that in the very early stages of tliis

cnc|uiry I realized ihe futility of attempting, in the time at my disposal, a detailed

iuvestigHiLioM into the ecology of swiftlets.

lo thiee years a traiued biologist should bo able to produce a more or leSs

cxhaimtivc report ou the subject. lu the event of the Goveriitncut ever considering

auch an appointment I think tliat a youeg man with a scientific tiainiug and a taste for

ornitliology would find the appointment congenial. An excellent subject for, doctorial

thesis 18 provided. Tlie salary, emoluments and privileges oftered should he the samo
as those of a junior officer of professional status in the service.

In the event of the Government not pursuing this course the followinjj comments
and suggestious are offered ;

—
L The keynote of all practical aduiini^itratiun oi the caves should he CAUTION.

The birds have bred there for many years and many remain in residence indefin-

itely. The industry is probably stable, but eptdernical diseases are not unknown
among birds and the extreme susceptibility of breeding birds to interference is well

known. The swiftlcts have proved themselves very tolerant of human intervention

but the introduction of any new, unsuspected element in their environment would be

a dangerous experiment.

2. Under no circumstances should more than three collections of white nests be

allowed in a "season".

3. Any sudden decrease in the numbers of the birds or a serious shortage in the

crop of nests for any one year should be met by the immediate enforcement of a close

season which for convenience can be fixed in factors of one calendar yeav^ 1st January

to ^Ist December.

4. To take the third crop of white nests before the young birds have voluntarily

vacated the nests is a sure way of extermiuatiog the species.

5. An attempt to reduce the present high rate of infant mortality should be

made (Section xiv).

6. A qualified engineer could possibly assist the climbers to reach parts of the

caves hitherto regarded as inaccessible.

B, Business ARRAKGE^fKKi-s.

The writer is not qualified to make suggestions under this heading but the great

difference between the wholesale price paid for nests in Borneo and the retail price

asked in Singapore ( the Hong Kong retail prices arc not known ) suggests that there

is an inequitable division of a huge profit, the middle men getting more than their

share wliile the workers and the Government get less. Here h may lie noted that

there is a recorded instance (not in Borneo) of the actual collectors of the nests having

their profits reduced to such an extent that they ceased to work their caves.
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